
The faithful followers of 

FLASHER congregated in the 

Highland Park  shopping cen-

tre  car park( such an original 

venue should have immedi-

ately given the “True Believ-

ers “ an indication of the fu-

ture events that would follow). 

Hare FLASHER told the ex-

cited group to head west to 

find the trail…. “well marked 

with chalk ,flower ,toilet paper 

and confetti.”. He had dili-

gently set the trail early in the 

day  forgetting that a torrential 

downpour was planned for  

early afternoon...say no 

more.. 

Flower ,chalk and water just 

don't go with rain!!! Poor 

FLASHER..he tries so hard to 

do everything right!! 

The  Runners raced excitedly 

ahead  like there was no 

tomorrow to find the “chalk 

trail”. As usual the walkers 

like a methodical group of 

old bulls slowly moved for-

ward with precision and 

dedication. Led by SLUG-

with the FLASHER  map in 

hand (SLUG always has 

something in his hand!! ) the  

walkers pace immediately 

quickened as they spotted 

some young heifers in the 

distance. 

As the walkers rounded the 

first bend they were con-

fronted by a very agitated 

and exited group of aging 

men jumping around of fire-

flies  racing in every direc-

tion to trying to find the 

trail. It was then as the Run-

ners and Walkers bonded 

in deep discussion that the 

decision was that any trail ( if 

there really was one ) had been 

totally obliterated by the rain. 

Our Dearly NOW LOVED GM 

was in shock at this debacle but 

his anointed RA  MISCARRIAGE  

in his usual “quick as a flash 

style” declared this was now a 

LIVE HARE Run ,follow ME and 

took off up  with the speed of a 

startled bullant up a nearby 

grass alleyway ..at last some 

real action. 

Whatever happened to this 

Live Hare remains a mystery 

because with in 30 minutes  all 

were safely tucked away in the 

bowels of the Highland Park 

Cellar  out of the inclement 

weather. 

  

Flasher on the Ice 

A ..unn for the True Believers 

The ..unn and walk  
The first group of dedi-

cated Walkers returned to 

find SHAT , VD & KWAKKA 

( obviously Hash attendees 

only for the food and booze 

and not the exercise) sit-

ting up at the bar and al-

ready on the Turps ( buy-

ing drinks at inflated hotel 

prices ..no wonder the Booze 

Master is going broke). By the 

way  all prices now $3 before 

Booze Master is forced to 

close down. 

JIGSAW , SIR SLAB ,SIR AH 

and Yours Truly were next at 

the bar quickly followed by 

the GM and SIR RABBIT.  

CAUSTIC CRUSADER arrived 

still resplendent in the Hair 

Net  thoughtfully supplied by 

FLASHER so he would not 

have a “BAD HAIR NIGHT “ 

RECTUM arrived with a Mon-

key on his back..no doubt 

trying to gain extra sympathy 

Special points of 

interest:  

a Run that was in 

fact a  ..unn 

 Extraordinary range of food  

            provided by FLASHER 

 

 SHAT  illegally providing Medical 

advice tor BLUE CARD about his 

coming procedure 

 

 

 JiGSAW’S  21st  century  

            version of the POW creates  

              interest  in new technology 

 

 

 CiRCUMFERENCE  singing “why 

are we waiting “ 

 

 End of Rectangle..called by MISS-

ING LINK  as welcome relief 
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 Television star not letting his      

partner have crack at a TV ap-

pearance.( Yes..F again ) 

 Snake catching advice by BB 

tech  BOTCHO??) 

ICEMAN made a welcome re-

appearance and quickly pretended that 

he came back to  help Booze  Master 

TRUCK TYRES. 

Several DD were called for very spuri-

ous reason  including: 

 Looking though holes in  the ladies 

toilet wall at Boonah. (name not 

disclosed to protect the guilty) 

 CRAFT disease by someone I forget 

( I think ML)?? 

BENT BANANA  arrived sweating and 

puffing like he actually did run some-

where ?/ but where??? 

BOTCHO  looked like he  was ready to 

blow out a church full of candles (did 

he really run ??) 

Other arrived in dribs and 

drabs ,CIRCUMFERENCE , SIR 

PRINCE & TRUCK TYRES all looking 

the part of professional Hash Men  

who has just completed a marathon 

effort ..what great actors they are !! 

FLASHER was able to offer an extraor-

dinary range of Nosh Meals..In fact in 

his mind we are sure he believed he 

would be a serious contender for Nosh 

of the Year and the Run of the year. 

What a dreamer.!!! no wonder the GM 

made him take the position of  dis-

honor in the Rectangle on a plastic 

chair of ICE  while he watch the cur-

rent episode of Big Brother. 

A lot of effort as usual by FLASHER that 

unfortunately for him all turned to Shi.. 

due to bad weather and pub food...did 

he really deserve POW.!!! 

The evening of high intensity sport 

and activities quickly came to an 

end  as our beloved GM requested 

MISSING LINK to perform the most 

important duty of the Night. 

The Rectangle 

The ..unn and walk ………..continued  &  The Nosh  

End of Rectangle ..those important and welcome words from MISSING LINK  

How can so many years of  Hash His-

tory be destroyed by one person. The 

GM called “Circle in 5 “then 15 min-

utes later all were assembled  around 

him in a rectangle of tables and chairs 

as he called his Hash Cabinet team to 

order.  

Does not our GM understand basic 

maths??...A Circle is not the same as a 

Rectangle. 

JIGSAW showed amazing ingenuity 

with his high tech skills of upgrading 

the POW award to a now highly 

sought after trophy. (is he trying to out 

The RA  stories about GOPHER and his friendly 

relationship  with goats  as well  the Range Rover 

Car drivers  and indiscriminate use of Vaseline 

on mufflers. certainly deserve accolades.  

He seems  very busy these days getting 

information surfing  the Internet!! 

Has he really got a Job?? 

CSUSTIC CRUSADERS’S BAD HAIR DAY 
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